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Abstract

Purpose: The aim of this article is to present a review of mucoadhesion drug delivery systems. The review covers the mucoadhesive concepts, polymers used, theories and mechanisms of mucoadhesion, and factors affecting the mucoadhesive dosage forms.

Study Design: An extensive review was carried out on mucoadhesion formulations, applications, mechanisms, theories, and polymers used in these dosage forms.

Results: Mucoadhesive drug delivery system can interact with the mucus membrane, which covers the mucin molecules and mucosal epithelial surface. This interaction leads to an increment of the dosage form residence time at the site of absorption and hence increasing the bioavailability, efficacy of drugs, and improving therapeutic outcomes. Polymers are used to provide muco-adhesion of the dosage form, enhancing drug release pattern, solubility and dissolution of inadequately soluble drugs.

Conclusion: Mucoadhesive drug delivery systems were found to be the best alternative approaches for the traditional dosage forms to enhance bioavailability of poorly soluble drugs and to avoid GIT degradation and first pass metabolism of some drugs.

1. Introduction

Since the early 1980s, the term of mucoadhesion has earned considerable attention in pharmaceutical technology (Mamatha et al., 2012) when professor Joseph R. Robinson from Wisconsin University pioneered the term of mucoadhesion as a new approach to extend the residence time of drugs used on the ocular surface (Verma et al., 2011). The adhesion can be described as the affinity of dissimilar surfaces or particles to cling to one another while cohesion is the tendency of similar or identical surfaces/particles to hang on to one another (Szmyd & Wasilewski, 2018). The American Society of Testing and Materials has described the adhesion as the state in which two surfaces are tied together by interfacial forces, consisting of interlocking action, valence forces, or both (Berndt & Lin, 1993). Bio-adhesion refers to any bond created between natural and synthetic materials with a biological surface, used mainly to describe the adhesion between polymers and soft tissue (Favi et al., 2014).

Mucoadhesive drug delivery systems promote the dosage form’s residence time at the absorption site. They facilitate a close interaction of the dosage form with the...
underlying absorption surface and hence improve the drug's therapeutic performance as well as controlled drug release (Hombach & Bernkop-Schnürch, 2010). The formulation of sustain release dosage form can gradually release the active drug for an extended period, but this is not enough to sustain a therapeutic effect. They may be eliminated from the site of absorption before emptying the drug content. Instead of that, the mucoadhesive dosage form will help both the purposes of sustaining the release and the incidence of dosage form at the site of absorption (Boddupalli et al., 2010).

In current years, several mucoadhesive drug delivery systems have been developed for nasal, buccal, oral, vaginal, and rectal routes for both local and systemic effects (Edsman & Hägerström, 2005; Sofi, Abdal-Hay, Ivanovski, Zhang, & Sheikh, 2020). For example nasal mucoadhesive microspheres of lercanidipine has been prepared by to improve systemic bioavailability and antihypertensive activity (Beg et al., 2020), A tenolol-releasing buccal patches has been formulated to avoid the extensive drug first pass metabolism (Hasnain et al., 2020), tenofovir mucoadhesive vaginal tablets designed to prevent sexual transmission of HIV (Notario-Pérez et al., 2018), and rectal mucoadhesive hydrogel prepared to prolong duration of action and increased bioavailability of anti-inflammatory Tolmetin (Ramadan et al., 2018).

This review is an attempt to present the most recent development regarding Mucoadhesive Drug Delivery Systems. In addition, the aim is to highlight the factors that affect the mucoadhesive dosage forms. For this purpose, an extensive literature review was conducted. Relevant databases were searched through Google Scholar and PubMed, and the keywords entered were Mucoadhesive Drug Delivery Systems, mucoadhesion, mucoadhesive forms, and factors affecting mucoadhesion.

2. Literature Review

Mucous Membranes

Mucous membranes (mucosae) are the moistened surfaces lining various walls of body cavities such as the respiratory tract and gastrointestinal tract (Smart, 2005). The main functions of the mucous membrane are to protect against infectious agents such as fungi, bacteria, and viruses. To work as a barrier in tissue absorption of the drugs, impacts the drug's bioavailability, mucus has strong adhesion properties and firmly binds the surface of the epithelial cells as a continuous gel layer. It also makes a lubrication to keep the mucus membrane moist. Specific mucous membranes possess specialized functions. For example, the intestinal and gastric mucosae are involved with food digestion and absorption. The nasal and olfactory mucosae aid odors to break down in the nose so that their particles can be perceived, and these substances can be smelled. Mucosas are also found in the reproductive system such as the vagina; naturally occurring vaginal discharge is produced by the vaginal mucosa to self-clean and keep the vagina moist and so on (Bhalerao & Shinde, 2013; Boddupalli et al., 2010; Harris & Robinson, 1992; Shaikh et al., 2011a).

Mucoadhesive Dosage Forms

These dosage forms (figure 2) are usually used to deliver drugs to the epithelial surfaces such as buccal, sublingual, oral, eye, nasal cavity, vagina, lung etc. They contain
mucoadhesive polymers (biodegradable) to increase retention on dynamic mucosal surfaces and control the drug release (Nafee et al., 2004; Singh & Tibrewal, 2017; Smart, 2005).

Figure 1: Main Mucoadhesive Dosage Forms

Source: Adapted from Nair et al. (2013)

**Mucoadhesive Tablets:**

Unlike traditional tablets, mucoadhesive tablets can be used on the buccal or sublingual or oral to allow fast onset of action and controlled drug delivery through increasing gastric retention time of the dosage forms (Abruzzo, Cerchiara, Bigucci, Gallucci, & Luppi, 2015; Deshpande, Shah, Rhodes, & Malick, 1997). They adhere to the mucosa and remain held in position till dissolution and/or release is complete. Mucoadhesive tablets provide efficient absorption and better bioavailability of the drugs because of a large surface to volume ratio and promotes a much closer connection with the mucus layer (Mathew, 2015). Mucoadhesive tablets are used widely because they release the drug for a prolonged period, reduce drug administration frequency, and improve patient compliance (Rajput et al., 2010). The significant drawback of mucoadhesive pills is their lack of physical flexibility, leading to poor patient compliance for long-term and repeated administration (Mathew, 2015).

**Gels and Ointments**

Semi-solid dosage forms, such as ointments and gels, benefit from easy distribution throughout the oral mucosa, vagina or eye (Chang et al., 2002). Though drug dosing from semi-solid dosage forms may not be as reliable as from patches, tablets, or films. Low retention of the gels at the site of administration has been overwhelmed by using specific mucoadhesive polymers, such as sodium carboxy-methyl-cellulose, Carbopol, and xanthan gum, undergo a phase transition from liquid to semi-solid. This change magnifies the viscosity, which leads to a sustained and controlled drug release (Baloglu et al., 2009).
Films

Mucoadhesive films (buccal or sublingual films) may be fancied over adhesive tablets in terms of flexibility and comfort. Besides, they can bypass the relatively short residence time of oral gels on the mucosa, which are simply washed away and transported by saliva. Furthermore, in the case of local delivery for oral diseases, the films further protect the wound surface, thus decreasing pain and treating the disease more effectively (Shaikh, Singh, Garland, Woolfson, & Donnelly, 2011b). An excellent film should be elastic, flexible, and soft, yet adequately durable to withstand damage due to stress from mouth movements. It also needs superior mucoadhesive strength to be maintained in the mouth for the wanted duration of action (Nair et al., 2013).

Patches

Patches are laminates consisting of an impermeable waterproof backing layer, a drug comprising reservoir layer from which the drug is discharged in a controlled manner, and a mucoadhesive surface for mucosal connection (Koyi, 18/11/2013; Koyi & Khan, 2013). Patch systems are similar to those used in transdermal drug delivery. Many approaches are applied to prepare adhesive patches, such as direct milling and solvent casting methods. In the solvent casting method, the intermediate sheet from which patches are punched is set up by casting the drug and polymer(s) solution onto a backing layer sheet and consequently leaving the solvent(s) to evaporate (Alhijjaj, Bouman, Wellner, Belton, & Qi, 2015; Laffleur, 2014; Muhammad Umar Javaid, 2017; Srivastava & Monga, 2015). Still, in the direct milling method, formulation constituents are homogeneously blended and compressed to the wanted thickness, and patches of predetermined size and shape are then cut or punched out (Kumar et al., 2014). An impermeable backing layer may also be employed to control the direction of drug release, prevent drug loss, and minimize deformation and disintegration of the device during the application period (Javaid, 2017).

Need of Mucoadhesive Dosage Forms:

Previous literature indicates a need for different forms of mucoadhesive dosage. Several studies present numerous advantages for mucoadhesive dosage forms. The following points present the results of some studies.

1- Mucoadhesive dosage forms give various advantages over other oral dosage forms and oral controlled release systems by prolonging the drug’s residence time in the gastrointestinal tract or other mucous membranes (Netsomboon & Bernkop-Schnürch, 2016).

2- Localization and targeting of the dosage form at a specific site (Boddupalli et al., 2010).

3- Provide close contact between dosage form and the site of application or absorption (Roy & Prabhakar, 2010).

4- Application of dosage forms to mucosal surfaces could benefit drug molecules not amenable to the oral route, for instance those that undergo extensive first-pass metabolism or acid degradation (Boddupalli et al., 2010).

5- To improve the therapeutic achievement of drug and Reduction in the fluctuation
of the steady-state plasma level (Netsomboon & Bernkop-Schnürch, 2016).
6- It can provide controlled drug release (preferably unidirectional release) (Boddupalli et al., 2010).
7- To avoid first pass metabolism and GIT degradation by mucoadhesive routes such as buccal, sublingual, ocular, nasal, vaginal routes.

Disadvantages of Mucoadhesive Dosage Forms (Madhavi et al., 2013; Rossi et al., 2005; Salamat-Miller et al., 2005; Verma et al., 2011):

1- Oral mucoadhesive dosage form that contains ulcerative or irritant drugs due to their prolonged contact may cause local ulcerous effects.
2- It is not suitable for high doses and the involuntarily swallowing of buccal patches or films may cause choking.

Polymers Used in Mucoadhesive Drug Delivery System:

Mucoadhesive polymers are water-soluble and water insoluble polymers that adhere to the mucin-epithelial surface to provide prolonged contact time at the site of absorption. Ideal mucoadhesive polymer should be nontoxic, non-irritant and non-absorbable, adhere quickly to mucosa, inexpensive, stable during the shelf life, and build a strong non-covalent bonds with the mucin-epithelial cell surfaces (Bernkop-Schnürch, 2005; Mythri, Kavitha, Kumar, & Singh, 2011).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>Chitosan, Agarose, Hyaluronic acid, Gelatin, Pectin, Tragacanth, Gums (guar, Karaya, Xanthan, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>Sodium Carboxy Methyl Cellulose (SCMC), methyl cellulose, Carboxy Methyl Cellulose (CMC), poly (vinyl pyrrolidone), Poly (dimethyl siloxane), Poly acrylic acid-based polymers (Polyacrylates, Carbopol, polyethylene glycol, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solubility</td>
<td>Water soluble</td>
<td>Carbopol, poly (vinyl pyrrolidone), Sodium carboxy methyl cellulose, polyacrylic acid, Pectin, xanthan gum and Sodium alginate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Water insoluble</td>
<td>Chitosan, polycarboxiphil, ethyl cellulose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>charge</td>
<td>Anionic</td>
<td>Chitosan, Sodium alginate, Carbopol, Xanthan gum, Pectin, polycarboxiphil.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cationic</td>
<td>Chitosan, Amino dextran, Polylysene, dimethylaminoethyl dextran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nonionic (neutral)</td>
<td>Poly vinyl alcohol, Hydroxyl propyl cellulose, Hydroxy ethyl starch, poly vinyl pyrrolidone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors
Use of Polymers in Newer MDDS:

Routinely mucoadhesive polymers are utilized to design and develop distinctive drug delivery platforms, for example, gel, microspheres, beads, patch, etc. via oral, buccal, nasal, vaginal routes, etc. Examples of such systems are widely available under the current scientific domain. Other than these, some relatively newer delivery systems are also recorded and becoming fashionable among researchers (Azzam, 2012; Bappaditya Chatterjee, Nursazreen Amalina, Pinaki Sengupta, & Uttam Kumar Mandal, 2017; Khutoryanskiy, 2011). Mucoadhesive nano-carriers are the most prevalent. As a recent example, Luo, Teng, Li, and Wang designed and developed a solid-lipid nanoparticle coated with chitosan. Because of chitosan, the nanoparticle revealed improved mucoadhesive property following oral delivery(Luo, Teng, Li, & Wang, 2015). In another new work, Oh and Borros (2016) investigated mucoadhesion, and mucous permeability of thiolated chitosan made nanoparticle and observed significant results concerning both properties(Oh & Borrós, 2016). A nanogel was formulated using conjugated chitosan and carboxymethyl chitosan by electrostatic interaction. It was shown that the nanogel can adhere to the intestinal mucosa for a prolonged duration of time, which in turn results in better drug action in colorectal cancer(Bappaditya Chatterjee, Nursazreen Amalina, Pinaki Sengupta, & Uttam Kumar Mandal, 2017). According to Sosnik et al. (2014), the mucoadhesive polymers for the non-parenteral delivery system have been described. As per the authors, all three types of polymers such as natural (pectin, alginate, chitosan, hyaluronic acid, etc.), synthetics (acrylic acid derivatives), and semi-synthetic (cellulose derivatives) are used for the nanoparticulate mucoadhesive delivery system(Sosnik, das Neves, & Sarmento, 2014). In another non-conventional mucoadhesive approach, Horvat et al. (2015) developed an in-situ ocular mucoadhesive gel, where the authors have used thiolated poly aspartic acid, which can also be considered as a non-conventional mucoadhesive carrier. The thio groups of poly aspartic acid can form disulphide linkage with mucin glycoprotein and cause mucoadhesion. The delivery system showed promising prolonged drug release up to 24 hrs. Apart from these, few more research types on newer types of MDDS are highly prevalent in the pharmaceutical or bio-engineering field, for example, delivery of insulin via intestinal device or floating bioadhesive multiparticulate delivery via hollow structure(Horvát et al., 2015). Another exciting research was done by Abu-Huwaij(Abu-Huwaij, Hamed, Daoud, & Alkilani, 2019)et al (2019) developed nanoemulsion-based buccal patches of valsartan. The prepared unidirectional buccal patches provided a maximum drug release within specified mucoadhesion period and this indicates a potential alternative drug delivery system for systemic delivery of carbamazepine(Abu-Huwaij et al., 2019).

3. Mechanism of Mucoadhesion

The mechanism by which a mucoadhesive bond is created depends largely on numerous factors such as the mucoadhesive material, the formulation, the mucous membrane nature, the bond's subsequent environment, and the way of attachment. The chemical bonds responsible for the mucoadhesion are strong bonds that support the formulation to stick to the mucosa as ionic bonds and covalent bond and weak bonds like hydrogen bonds, Van-der Waals bonds. In addition to other hydrophobic bonds, understanding of these mechanisms in
each incidence helps in the development of new, improved drug delivery systems (Alexander et al., 2011; Carvalho et al., 2010a, 2010b; Smart, 2005; Sudheer, 2018).

Theories of Mucoadhesion:

1- Electronic theory (Vasir, Tambwekar, & Garg, 2003): It is based on the suggestion that both mucoadhesive and biological materials possess opposing electrical charges. Thus, when both materials come into contact, they transfer electrons leading to the building of a double electronic layer at the interface, where the attractive forces within this electronic double layer determine the mucoadhesive strength.

2- Adsorption theory (Woertz, Preis, Breitkreutz, & Kleinebudde, 2013): In this theory, the mucoadhesive device holds fast to the mucous after contact because of surface force acting between the atoms in both surfaces. From this force, a secondary chemical interaction, for example, in van der Waals and hydrogen bonds, electrostatic fascination, or hydrophobic interactions rise.

3- Wetting theory (Rojewska et al., 2017): The wetting theory applies to liquid systems which is the affinity of a liquid to maintain contact in the surface. This affinity can be found by using measuring methods such as the contact angle. The common rule states that the lower the contact angle, the more significant the affinity (Figure 3). For sufficient spreading and completely wetting liquid, contact angle must be zero or close to zero.

The difference between the surface energies $\gamma_B$ and $\gamma_A$ and the interfacial energy $\gamma_{AB}$, as indicated in equation

(Equation 1) \[ S_{AB} = \gamma_B - \gamma_A - \gamma_{AB} \]

The greater the individual surface energy of mucus and device concerning the interfacial energy, the greater the adhesion work, $W_A$, i.e., the greater the energy needed to separate the two phases

(Equation 2) \[ W_A = \gamma_A + \gamma_B - \gamma_{AB} \]

4- Diffusion theory: Dissemination theory portrays the interpenetration of both polymer and mucin chains to an adequate depth to make a semi-permanent adhesive bond (figure 5). It is accepted that the adhesion force increments with the level of penetration of the polymer chains. This penetration rate relies upon the diffusion coefficient, flexibility, and nature of the mucoadhesive chains, mobility, and contact time. As indicated by the literature, the depth of interpenetration needed to create an effective bioadhesive bond lies in the range 0.2-0.5 μm. This interpenetration depth of polymer and mucin chains can be assessed by the contact time, and $D_b$ is the diffusion coefficient of the mucoadhesive material in the mucus.

\[ l = (D_b T)^{1/2} \quad \text{(Equation 3)} \]

The adhesion strength for a polymer is reached when the penetration depth is around proportional to the polymer chain size. For diffusion to happen, the components included must have great mutual solubility, that is, both the bioadhesive and the
mucous have comparative chemical structures—the more the structural similarity, the better the mucoadhesive bond.

5- Mechanical theory (Yadav, Gupta, Kumar, Yadav, & Kumar, 2010): This theory believes that adhesion is be owing to the filling of the irregularities on a rough surface by the used mucoadhesive liquid. Besides, such irregularity rises the interfacial area existing for the interactions, thus aiding scattering energy and can be considered the most important phenomenon of the process. It is far-fetched that the mucoadhesion process is the same for all cases, and therefore it cannot be described by a solitary theory. All theories are relevant to recognize the critical process variables. The mechanisms regulating mucoadhesion are also influenced by the intrinsic properties of the formulation and by the environment in which it is applied. Inherent factors of the polymer are linked to its molecular weight, concentration, and chain flexibility.

6- Fracture theory: Maybe this is the most-utilized theory in studies on the mechanical estimation of mucoadhesion. It differs the previous theories in it relates the adhesive strength to the forces required for detachment of the two involved surfaces after adhesion. It analyses the force needed to separate two surfaces after adhesion is established. This force, $S_m$, is frequently determined in tests of resistance to rupture by the ratio of the maximal detachment force, $F_m$, and the total surface area, $A_0$, involved in the adhesive interaction.

$$S_m = \frac{F_m}{A_0} \quad \text{(Equation 4)}$$

In a single component uniform system, the fracture force, $S_f$, which is equivalent to the maximal rupture tensile strength, $S_m$, is proportional to the fracture energy ($G_C$) for Young's module ($E$) and to the critical breaking length ($c$) for the fracture site, as described in the following equation.

$$S_f \sim \left( \frac{g_c E}{c} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \quad \text{(Equation 5)}$$

Fracture energy ($G_C$) can be obtained from the reversible adhesion work, $W_r$ (energy required to produce new fractured surfaces), and the irreversible adhesion work, $W_i$ (work of plastic deformation provoked by the removal of a proof tip until the disruption of the adhesive bond), and both values are expressed as units of fracture surface ($A_f$).

$$g_c = W_r + W_i \quad \text{(Equation 6)}$$

The elastic module of the system ($E$) is related to the stress ($\sigma$) and to the shear ($\tau$) by Hooke’s law:

$$E = \left[ \frac{\sigma}{\epsilon} \right]_{\epsilon \to 0} = \left[ \frac{F}{A_0} \right]_{\Delta l / l_0 \to 0} \quad \text{(Equation 7)}$$

In equation 7, the stress is the ratio between force ($F$) and area ($A_0$), and shear is given by the ratio between the variety of system thickness ($\Delta l$) and the original thickness ($l_0$). A criticism of this analysis is that the system under investigation must
have known physical dimensions and ought to be constituted by a single and uniform material. For this situation, the equation ought to be expanded to oblige elastic dimensions and modules for each component. Besides, it must be considered that a failure of adhesion will happen at the bioadhesive interface. Nonetheless, it has been demonstrated that the rupture seldom occurs at the surface, however close to it or at the most vulnerable point, which can be simply the interface itself, the mucus layer, or the hydrated region of the mucus, as represented in (Figure 6). Since the fracture theory is concerned distinctly with the force required to isolate the parts, it does not consider the interpenetration or diffusion of polymer chains. Therefore, it is proper for use in the calculations for rigid or semi-rigid bioadhesive materials, in which the polymer chains do not penetrate the mucus layer.

**Factors Affecting Mucoadhesion:**

In this review, certain factors affecting mucoadhesion are identified. The factors are either polymer-based, environmental or physiological. A brief account of these factors is presented and discussed below.

**A- Polymer based factors:**

1- Molecular weight: Many studies have revealed that the ideal molecular weight for better bio-adhesion, relies on the used bioadhesive polymer type. For example, polyethylene glycol (PEG), with a molecular weight of 20,000, possesses little adhesive strength, whereas PEG with a molecular weight of 200,000 get enhanced, and a PEG with 400,000 has superior adhesive properties. In linear polymers the bioadhesiveness increases with increasing of molecular weight. This fact implies two things: (a) interpenetration is more significant for polymers with lower molecular weight, and (b) entanglement is essential for higher molecular weight polymers. Nonlinear structure adhesiveness, follows a pretty different trend. For example, dextran adhesive strength, with molecular weight of 19,500,000, is similar to that of PEG, with a molecular weight 200,000. The reason of similarity may be that the dextran helical conformation that may shield many groups responsible of adhesion, unlike the PEG conformation (Patel, Patel, & Chaudhry, 2011).

2- Flexibility:

Bio-adhesion begins when the polymer chains diffuse into the interfacial region. The polymer flexibility is required to achieve the desired entanglement with the mucus. Generally, polymers viscosities and diffusion coefficients can have the main effect on the polymer flexibility and mobility, where higher flexibility of a polymer leads to greater diffusion into the mucus network (Okutan, Terzi, & Altay, 2014; Stastna, Zanzotto, & Vacin, 2003).

3- Hydrogen bonding capacity: it is confirmed that a good hydrogen bonding is important in mucoadhesion and the polymer flexibility is important to improve this capacity (Lee, Park, & Robinson, 2000; Park & Robinson, 1987).

4- Cross linking capacity: increasing of cross-linking density will decrease the water diffusion into the polymer network which cause an insufficient swelling of the
polymer and hence, the rate of interpenetration between the polymer and mucin will decrease leading to decrease the mucoadhesion (Tiwary & Rana, 2010).

5- Charge: Nonionic polymers have smaller degree of adhesion compared to anionic polymers. Also, some cationic polymers such as chitosan show superior adhesion especially in slight alkaline or neutral (Leung & Robinson, 1990).

6- Polymer concentration: low concentration may lead to unstable interaction between polymer and mucin, in general more concentrated polymer would cause longer penetrating chain length and better mucoadhesion. However, there is a critical concentration for each polymer above which the polymer chain penetration may be reduced (Yadav et al., 2010).

7- Hydration (swelling): the polymer swelling depends on the ionic strength, polymer concentration, and cross-linking density, as well as the presence of water. A critical degree of hydration of polymer exists where the optimum swelling and mucoadhesion occurs. Overhydration leads to wet slippery mucilage formation that prevent adhesion (Geraghty, Attwood, Collett, Sharma, & Dandiker, 1997).

B- Environmental and physiological factors affecting on mucoadhesion:

1- pH: the site of administration pH influences the charge on the mucus surface as well as some ionizable polymers. Medium pH affects the degree of hydration of some polymers (e.g. polyacrylic acid) (Ende & Peppas, 1996).

2- Initial contact time: the contact time of bioadhesive polymer and mucus layer determines the swelling extent interpenetration of polymer chains. Moreover, the strength of bioadhesive increases as the initial contact time increases (Vasir et al., 2003).

3- Mucin turn over: how long the bioadhesive remains at the administration site depends on solubility of polymer in water and the associated rate of mucin turnover (Roy & Prabhakar, 2010).

4- Diseased state: in some disease states (e.g., in Dry Mouth Syndrome), the secretion of mucus from the mucus membrane gets decreased. Thus, the amount of mucus available is not sufficient to interact with bioadhesive polymer at the site of attachment leading to improper moistening and swelling of polymer and hence decreasing of mucoadhesive strength of mucoadhesive dosage forms (R. Singh, Sharma, & Garg, 2017).

4. Conclusion

This study aimed at presenting a review of the development in mucoadhesion drug delivery systems. The review covered the mucoadhesive concepts, polymers used, theories and mechanisms of mucoadhesion, and factors affecting the mucoadhesive dosage forms. Relevant databases were searched through Google scholar and PubMed. Based on the literature available, it is identified that the majority of studies suggest mucoadhesive drug delivery systems as the best alternative approaches for the traditional dosage forms to enhance bioavailability of poorly soluble drugs and to avoid GIT degradation and first pass metabolism of some drugs.
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